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We propose a design for efficient end-fire coupling of surface plasmon polaritons in a metal-insulator-metal
(MIM) waveguide with an optical fiber as part of a simple photoplastic connector. The design was analyzed
and optimized using the three-dimensional finite-difference time-domain method. The calculated excitation ef-
ficiency coefficient of the waveguide is 83.7% (−0.77 dB) at a wavelength of 405 nm. This design enables simple
connection of an optical fiber to a MIM waveguide and highly efficient local excitation of the waveguide.
Moreover, the length of the metallic elements of the waveguide, and thus the dissipative losses, can be reduced.
The proposed design may be useful in plasmonic-type waveguide applications such as near-field investigation of
live cells and other objects with super-resolution. © 2018 Chinese Laser Press

OCIS codes: (060.1810) Buffers, couplers, routers, switches, and multiplexers; (180.4243) Near-field microscopy; (250.5403)

Plasmonics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Plasmonic nanostructures enable light waveguiding beyond the
diffraction limit, making them potentially useful for applica-
tions such as super-resolution imaging [1], optical communi-
cations [2], and ultrahigh-density data storage [3]. Devices
based on the metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structure are among
the most promising because of their ability to minimize the
losses that occur during nanofocusing processes. This ability
is attributed to the fact that this structure has no cutoff size;
further, all the energy from the probe base can propagate to
the probe aperture, and the aperture is not shielded by a metal
screen. In addition, the probe can possess a large tapering angle
(which leads to a small probe length) in accordance with a rapid
decrease in mode wavelength with decreasing MIM waveguide
height. However, devices that can support surface plasmon po-
laritons (SPPs) suffer from high ohmic losses in the constituent
plasmonic materials (usually gold, silver, or aluminum) [4].
This reduces the propagation distance of highly confined
SPPs and therefore limits the application of such devices.

Owing to the high dissipative losses, it is crucial to use an
excitation configuration in which SPPs can be excited with high
energy efficiency and the length of the metallic elements of the
plasmonic devices can be reduced. A major concern here is the

efficiency of the interface between conventional micrometer-
size photonics and plasmonics with sizes of tens of nanometers.
SPPs cannot be excited by a single freely propagating photon
because of the momentum mismatch between freely propagat-
ing light and SPPs on the metal surface. There are other meth-
ods of SPP excitation, such as use of the Kretschmann and Otto
geometries [5], end-fire coupling [6], vertical excitation [7], use
of diffraction gratings [8,9], and excitation by a focused laser
beam [10,11].

MIM waveguides such as the recently fabricated gap plas-
mon waveguide with a three-dimensional (3D) linear taper
[12] can play a crucial role in future near-field investigation
of the features of live cells and other objects with super-
resolution, owing to their unique ability to image biological
processes at the cell membrane, the site of many medically im-
portant events [13,14]. Nevertheless, excitation of the structure
by direct laser irradiation requires complex and precise adjust-
ment of the entire system. At the same time, the creation of a
high-power Gaussian beam using a fiber-coupled 405-nm
diode laser system [15,16] and fiber lasers [17,18] is a well-
known and extensively investigated process. In this work, we
propose a design for efficient end-fire coupling of SPPs in a
MIM waveguide with an optical fiber as part of a photoplastic
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connector. Fiber coupling of the laser beam to a near-field
probe allows one to move only the MIM part of a scanning
near-field optical microscope during object scanning, making
it possible to significantly increase the speed and working area
of the microscope. The main advantage of this design is that it
enables simple connection of an optical fiber to a MIM wave-
guide and local excitation of the waveguides with high energy
efficiency. In addition, use of the design allows one to reduce
the length of the metallic elements of the MIM waveguide and,
therefore, reduce the dissipative losses. The design was analyzed
and optimized by the 3D finite-difference time-domain
(FDTD) method [19] using light with a wavelength of 405 nm.
Violet light was used in the simulation because it is very
informative and widely employed for analysis of biological
objects [20,21].

2. DESIGN OF THE PHOTOPLASTIC
CONNECTOR

The spatial geometry of the connector is shown in Fig. 1. The
connector consists of an aluminum screen and a hollow cylin-
der with a bottom (resembling a glass tumbler) made of photo-
plastic epoxy-type SU-8 material [22]. The optical fiber is
inserted into the tumbler. A metal layer with a rectangular hole
is deposited on the bottom of the tumbler. This port hole (PH)
is used to connect the fiber to the MIM waveguide, and the
aluminum screen is used to suppress background radiation.
The structure was excited by the fundamental LP01 (HE11)
mode [23] of the optical fiber. The MIM waveguide is con-
nected to the optical fiber via the PH. Figure 2 shows a sche-
matic representation of the connector design with a legend.

The dimensions of the PH are also such that they allow only
the fundamental TE10 mode to propagate in the PH. As con-
siderable attention was paid to calculation of the fundamental
symmetric plasmon quasi-TM00-mode excitation efficiency in
the MIM waveguide [24–26], the design of the waveguide was
simplified to a regular line with transverse dimensions equal to
the dimensions of the device base: b � 200 nm, t � 50 nm,
a � 500 nm, and L5 � 1000 nm. This rectangular base from
Ref. [12] serves as the input coupler of a sub-100-nm-scale SPP
focusing tip. The materials for the MIM waveguide were fused
quartz (central layer) and aluminum (coatings).

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

A. Numerical Analysis Technique
The proposed design was numerically simulated by the 3D
FDTD method [19]. The simulation was performed for light
with a wavelength of 405 nm (frequency f � 740 THz).
The Drude model was used to describe the interaction of the
metals with electromagnetic radiation. The parameters of the
employed materials were taken from Ref. [27]. The relative
permittivity of aluminum is −24� i5. We chose aluminum be-
cause of its low dissipative losses at 405 nm. The relative per-
mittivity is 2.62 for the tumbler [28] and 2.16 for the optical

Fig. 1. Spatial geometry of the photoplastic connector: (a) view from the PH; (b) view from the excitation area.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the connector design: (a) view
from the excitation area, (b) view from the PH, and (c) longitudinal
view. d 1 is a diameter of the optical fiber, and thus the inner diameter
of the tumbler; d 2 is the external diameter of the tumbler, and thus the
diameter of the Al screen; a and u are the width and height of the PH,
respectively; L1 is the length of the optical fiber; L2 is the length of the
tumbler; L3 is the thickness of the Al screen; L4 is the distance between
the optical fiber and Al screen, that is, the thickness of the tumbler
bottom; L5 is the length of the MIM waveguide; b is the thickness
of the MIM waveguide dielectric layer; t is the thickness of the
MIM waveguide’s metallic coatings.
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fiber core and MIM waveguide fused quartz layer. The conver-
gence of the results and mesh adaptation of the model were
analyzed before the simulation. Note that end-fire coupling re-
quires an optical fiber without cladding. In this case, the optical
fiber can be considered as a circular dielectric waveguide. In the
analysis, the fundamental propagating LP01 (HE11) mode of a
circular dielectric waveguide (Fig. 3) is considered.

An optical fiber with a reduced diameter of 1 μm was used
to realize the single-mode regime as nearly as possible. The
LP01 (HE11) mode does not have a cutoff frequency and is
commonly used in fiber optics.

Starting from the fundamental Maxwell’s equations [29,30],
the dispersion relation for the fundamental symmetric plasmon
quasi-TM00 mode of the five-layer air–Al–SiO2–Al–air structure
(uniform and infinite along the y axis) was obtained in the form

−
kd
εd

th�kdw� �
�
km
εm

th�km�u − w�� �
ka
εa

�

·
�
1� ka

εa

εm
km

th�km�u − w��
�

−1

; (1)

where k2d � γ2 − ω2εd , k2m � γ2 − ω2εm, and k2a � γ2 − ω2εa;
γ is a complex propagation constant; ω is the angular frequency
of the considered electromagnetic process; ε is the relative per-
mittivity: εd �SiO2� � 2.16, εm�Al� � −24� i5, εa�air� � 1;
w � b∕2; and u � b∕2� t. For the quasi-TM00 mode, the
electric field is expressed as Ē � x̂E�x� exp�jγz� and is assumed
to depend on the time τ as exp�−jωτ�. The electric field
amplitude (Ex) profile of this mode is shown in Fig. 4.

A comparison of Figs. 3 and 4 reveals that the field structure
of the LP01 (HE11) mode is closest to the field of the funda-
mental symmetric plasmon mode of the MIM waveguide
when the electric field polarization (transverse component) is
orthogonal to the metal surface of the MIM waveguide [trans-
verse magnetic (TM) mode]. Therefore, it should provide good

coupling efficiency of the fiber mode to the MIM waveguide
plasmon mode.

The connector has a metal part that can cause significant
dissipative losses. Therefore, the structure of the coupler should
not have a high-Q-factor resonator, and all the parts of the con-
nector should be well matched to each other to reduce the
ohmic losses. To obtain the best match between the connector
and the fiber, it is necessary to first analyze the parameters of the
connector alone (without the MIM waveguide) before studying
the MIM waveguide excitation efficiency.

This allows us to analyze the dependence on the connector
parameters of the power coupling efficiency of an optical fiber
directly with the connector and of the connector with the free-
space plane waves. Here, the power transmission coefficient
ceff_1 was considered. This coefficient is determined as the ratio
of the radiant flux emitted by the PH and the radiant flux that
falls on the PH. Therefore, ceff_1 indicates the ability of the
connector to radiate light energy. It is determined by the
following expression:

ceff_1 �
P
P0

; (2)

where P0 is the radiant flux through the circular control area S0,
and P is the radiant flux through a square control area Srad. The
area S0 is located 10 nm in front of the Al screen and has a
diameter of 600 nm. The area Srad is located 10 nm behind
the Al screen and has a size of 600 nm × 400 nm. P0 was de-
termined taking into account the wave reflection at the inter-
face between the tumbler and the aluminum screen. To this
end, first, the standing-wave ratio in the considered area was
calculated, and then the power reflection coefficient jRj2
was determined [31,32].

The MIM waveguide was then connected to the optical
fiber via the PH. The coefficient of the MIM waveguide
excitation efficiency, ceff_2, is determined by Eq. (2) [32,33].
The measurement technique is described in detail in Ref. [32].

Fig. 3. Contour plot and profiles of the absolute value of the electric
field of the fundamental propagation LP01 (HE11) mode of a circular
dielectric waveguide; white dashed circle corresponds to outer edge
of the optical fiber core; red dashed lines correspond to the PH
dimension along the x axis; a.u., arbitrary units.

Fig. 4. Electric field amplitude (Ex) profile of the fundamental sym-
metric plasmon quasi-TM00 mode; b � 200 nm, t � 50 nm; red
dashed lines correspond to the PH dimension along the x axis; black
dashed line corresponds to the jE j profile of the fundamental propa-
gation LP01 (HE11) mode of a circular dielectric waveguide along the
x axis from Fig. 3.
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B. Results and Discussion
Figure 5 shows the dependence of ceff_1 and the power reflec-
tion coefficient jR1j2 at the control area S0 on the Al screen
thickness L3. As shown in Fig. 5, ceff_1 and jR1j2 vary according
to the harmonic law (sine) as the thickness of the aluminum
screen, L3, increases. Further, the functions ceff_1(L3) and
jR1j2(L3) are phase-shifted relative to each other by approxi-
mately π. Although the fiber used in the simulation can support
several waveguide propagation modes, the analyzed structure is
highly symmetric, and higher fiber modes have little influence
on the energy transmission in the structure.

All the other waveguides, which can be considered as parts
of our structure, have only a few modes, which cannot be ex-
cited owing to structural symmetry [25]. Therefore, the analysis
based on the single–mode approximation can give a good first-
order approximation and will be used below for the energy
transmission analysis.

We can consider the inhomogeneous area between the be-
ginning of the tumbler and free space as an open resonator con-
nected to the fiber on one end and to free space on the other
side. Weak coupling efficiency from any side of the resonator
would result in high reflection for any resonator length. If the
coupling efficiency from both sides of the resonator is weak, the
resonance of the reflection and transmission coefficients de-
pends strongly on the resonator length. At resonance, the trans-
mission and reflection coefficients exhibit a large narrow
peak and deep dip at lengths far from the resonance length.
However, the power transmission coefficient shown in Fig. 5
shows relatively large values for all resonator lengths. The har-
monic variation and phase shift of π of the functions ceff_1(L3)
and jR1j2(L3) can be attributed to the fact that in this case, the
PH is a Fabry–Perot cavity with length L3. As a result, as more
energy is radiated from the resonator end, less energy is
reflected back to the resonator. By varying the cavity length
L3, one can control the intensity of the reflected and transmit-
ted electromagnetic waves. Here, the PH can be considered as a
Fabry–Perot cavity with perfect electric conductors because the
wavelength normalized by the height of the cavity, u∕λ, is
approximately 0.5, and the relative permittivity of aluminum
is −24 [34]. In more detail, the PH can be represented as an

unfilled two-plate line [35] with a characteristic impedance
Z 0 and propagation constant β1, which is open at the end.
The line is loaded with an impedance Z l approximately equal
to the impedance of free space. The modulus of the complex
reflection coefficient from the load can be written as

jΓl j �
���� Z l − Z 0

Z l � Z 0

����: (3)

From Eq. (3), it is obvious that the condition under which
the complex reflection coefficient from the load Γl is equal to 0
is Z l − Z 0 � 0, or Z l � Z 0. The wavelength in the PH was
determined using the standing wave pattern in the line. For
the TE10 mode, the calculated characteristic impedance is
Z 0 � �u∕a��k∕β1�η0 � 163.1Ω, where k is the free-space
wavenumber, and η0 � �μ0∕ε0�1∕2 ≈ 377Ω. The modulus
of Γl calculated by Eq. (3) is 0.4. In summary, at the control
area S0, the electromagnetic field can be represented as a super-
position of one incident and two reflected waves. The first re-
flected wave was reflected at the tumbler/Al screen interface,
and the second was reflected at the Al screen/free space interface
(at the PH end). Therefore, the phase of the second reflected
wave at S0 changes depending on the thickness of the alumi-
num screen, L3. This leads to a change in the total electromag-
netic field at that point and a corresponding change in the
radiant flux P0, which can be seen in Fig. 5. A criterion of
our optimization is to find the Al thickness that corresponds
to the highest power transmission coefficient ceff_1. The highest
value of ceff_1 is 79.5% at L3 � 50 nm in the considered thick-
ness range. Note that an Al screen thickness of 50 nm is suffi-
cient to prevent light radiation through the screen (the skin
depth of aluminum is approximately 25 nm at the wavelength
of interest) and, therefore, to decrease the level of background
radiation behind the Al screen.

Figure 6 shows the dependence of ceff_1 and jR1j2 on the
distance L4 between the optical fiber and Al screen, i.e., on
the thickness of the photoplastic tumbler bottom (the thickness
of the Al screen is 50 nm).

As shown in Fig. 6, the power transmission coefficient ceff_1
is approximately 79.5% at L3 � 50 nm and L4 � 100 nm.
The data in Figs. 5 and 6 show only small peaks in the trans-
mission coefficient at the resonance lengths and a relatively
large transmission coefficient in the entire range of thicknesses

Fig. 5. Dependence of ceff_1 and power reflection coefficient jR1j2
on the Al screen thickness L3; d 1 � 1000 nm, d 2 � 1200 nm,
L1 � 500 nm, L2 � 400 nm, L4 � 100 nm, a � 500 nm,
u � 200 nm.

Fig. 6. Dependence of ceff_1 and jR1j2 on the tumbler bottom
thickness L4; d 1 � 1000 nm, d 2 � 1200 nm, L1 � 500 nm,
L2 � 400 nm, L3 � 50 nm, a � 500 nm, u � 200 nm.
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of the simulated metal screen L3 and the tumbler bottom L4
(the smallest value is less than the largest one by 15.9% and
8.9% in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively). This fact confirms that
the fundamental LP01 (HE11) mode of the fiber has a large cou-
pling efficiency to free-space plane waves, and therefore the
thickness of the metal screen is not crucial to the coupling ef-
ficiency of this connector.

A cross-sectional view of the electric field and energy flux in
the structure is shown in Fig. 7. The optical fiber obviously has
a significant factor of the working mode coupling with plane
waves in free space via the PH of the connector. In addition,
local field enhancement appears at the external edges of the PH
[36,37] [see Fig. 7(b)]. This enhancement makes it possible to
locally excite the MIM waveguide with high efficiency.

In the next part of the simulation, the MIM waveguide was
connected to the optical fiber via the PH of the connector. Note
that the optimization of the connector parameters performed
earlier gives only a qualitative estimate, because connecting
the MIM waveguide to the optical fiber changes the conditions
at the end of the PH. In this case, the load impedance Z l is
equal to the characteristic impedance of the MIM waveguide,
ZMIM � �b∕a��β2∕kε�η0 � 108.8Ω, where β2 is the propaga-
tion constant of the MIM waveguide, and ε � 2.16. The
wavelength of the MIM waveguide was determined using

the standing wave pattern in the line. The modulus of Γl cal-
culated by Eq. (3) is equal to 0.2 (it is half of that without the
MIM waveguide). Therefore, in this case, the parameters of the
connector are different from those obtained in the earlier cal-
culation; however, the previously presented results give a good
first-order approximation and may be fruitful for preliminary
qualitative analysis of the connector parameters and under-
standing of connector operation.

Figure 8 outlines the dependence of the coefficient of the
MIM excitation efficiency ceff_2 calculated by Eq. (2) on the
Al screen thickness L3. The radiant flux P was determined tak-
ing into account the wave reflection at the end of the MIM
waveguide. Because we calculated the fundamental symmetric
quasi-TM00-mode excitation efficiency in the MIM waveguide,
we do not consider subsequent propagation of light along the
MIM waveguide and the conditions at the MIM waveguide
end (which generally do influence the field distribution in
the connector).

The data in Fig. 8 are in good qualitative agreement with the
results obtained without the MIM waveguide. The coefficient
ceff_2 is 83.7% (−0.77 dB) at L3 � 50 nm. This finding con-
firms that the fundamental LP01 (HE11) mode of the optical
fiber core has high coupling efficiency to the fundamental
symmetric quasi-TM00 mode of the MIM waveguide.

Fig. 7. Cross-sectional view of the electric field and energy flux in the structure: (a) x component of the electric field; (b) absolute value of the
electric field; (c) z component of the Poynting vector. d 1 � 1000 nm, d 2 � 1200 nm, L1 � 500 nm, L2 � 400 nm, L3 � 50 nm,
L4 � 100 nm, a � 500 nm, u � 200 nm; a.u., arbitrary units.
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An aluminum screen thickness of less than 50 nm is undesir-
able because of field penetration through the screen.

A cross-sectional view of the electric field and energy flux in
the structure with the MIM waveguide is shown in Fig. 9.
In Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), the fundamental symmetric plasmon
quasi-TM00 mode, which propagates along the MIM wave-
guide in the positive z direction, is clearly visible.

Note that when this photoplastic connector is used, the
length of the waveguide base L5 can be significantly reduced.
This is because one can locally excite the MIM waveguide with
high efficiency, and the aluminum screen reduces the back-
ground radiation to the device tip, so there is no need to strictly
exclude the tip from the excitation area. In this case, the reduc-
tion in the length of the metallic elements leads to a reduction
in the dissipative losses in the waveguide.

4. EXPERIMENTAL FEASIBILITY

Although our design is based on numerical analysis, the exper-
imental process can be discussed on the basis of some exper-
imental works [12,22]. The photoplastic connector is
fabricated as follows: (1) an oxide layer is produced on the
Si wafer by thermal oxidation; (2) after deposition of a sacri-
ficial layer, the aluminum screen is created using vacuum
evaporation; (3) photoplastic material is deposited on the Al
screen using a spin-coating procedure [38]; (4) the photoplastic
part is then exposed to ultraviolet (UV) radiation and devel-
oped to create a tumbler for the optical fiber; (5) the optical
fiber is then inserted into the tumbler and fixed using UV glue;
(6) the optical fiber in the connector is separated from the wa-
fer; (7) at the end, a PH of appropriate size is created in the Al
screen by focused ion beam milling. Note that the technological
requirements for manufacturing the connector can be reduced
because the excitation efficiency coefficient ceff_2 does not show

Fig. 9. Cross-sectional view of the electric field and energy flux in the structure with the MIM waveguide: (a) x component of the electric field;
(b) absolute value of the electric field; (c) z component of the Poynting vector. d 1 � 1000 nm, d 2 � 1200 nm, L1 � 500 nm, L2 � 400 nm,
L3 � 50 nm, L4 � 100 nm, L5 � 1000 nm, a � 500 nm, u � 200 nm, b � 200 nm, t � 50 nm; a.u., arbitrary units.

Fig. 8. Dependence of ceff_2 on the Al screen thickness L3;
d 1 � 1000 nm, d 2 � 1200 nm, L1 � 500 nm, L2 � 400 nm,
L3 � 50 nm, L4 � 100 nm, L5 � 1000 nm, a � 500 nm,
u � 200 nm, b � 200 nm, t � 50 nm.
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a sharp resonant peak at certain values of the connector param-
eters. In Ref. [12], the process of MIM waveguide fabrication is
described in detail.

Note that reducing the fiber core diameter may lead to LP01
mode energy leakage from the fiber core. To prevent this in our
design, it is possible to produce a short fiber core tip with a
reduced diameter using laser-heated pulling [39] and chemical
etching [40] techniques.

Moreover, via the existing nanotechnologies, it is possible to
create a substrate-based structure with free access to the base
end face of the MIM waveguide. In addition, it has been shown
[41] that the excitation efficiency is not very sensitive to the
width of the incident beam and the position of its center on
the MIM end face. In other words, in a real implementation,
one can just connect an optical fiber to the MIM waveguide
without needing to perfectly match the PH plane to the end
face of the MIM waveguide.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Plasmonic nanostructures allow for light waveguiding beyond
the diffraction limit, making them potentially useful for appli-
cations such as super-resolution imaging, optical communica-
tions, and ultrahigh-density data storage. Owing to the high
dissipative losses in most plasmonic devices, it is crucial to ex-
cite SPPs with high energy efficiency. For this purpose, the de-
sign of efficient end-fire coupling of SPPs in a MIM waveguide
with an optical fiber as part of a photoplastic connector was
proposed. Detailed numerical analysis and optimization of
the connector parameters were conducted. The calculated ex-
citation efficiency coefficient of the MIM waveguide using the
proposed photoplastic connector is 83.7% (−0.77 dB). Use of
this design enables simple connection of an optical fiber to a
MIM waveguide. In addition, the design makes it possible to
reduce the length of the metallic elements of the MIM wave-
guide and thus decrease the dissipative losses. In summary, the
proposed design of an optical fiber connection to MIM wave-
guides can be of practical importance in plasmonic-type wave-
guide applications such as near-field investigation of the
features of live cells and other objects with super-resolution.
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